Oral Maintenance Chemotherapy Using S-1/Capecitabine in Metastatic Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma Patients After Systemic Chemotherapy: A Single-Institution Experience
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Background: In this study, we retrospectively evaluated a series of metastatic nasopharyngeal carcinoma (mNPC) patients who received oral maintenance chemotherapy using S-1/capecitabine after systemic chemotherapy and local radiation therapy, and aimed to explore potential efficient treatment strategies for this subset of patients.

Patients and Methods: Thirty-seven patients with mNPC (19 newly diagnosed metastatic patients and 18 metastatic cases after definitive chemoradiotherapy) who received the treatment strategies mentioned above were analyzed.

Results: After a median follow-up time of 37 months, the 3-year progression-free survival and overall survival (OS) rates were 47.6% and 87.7%, respectively. The median time to progression was 27.6 months, while the median OS was not reached at time of last follow-up. The most common acute adverse events were hematological and gastrointestinal toxicity, and all were tolerable and curable.

Conclusion: Oral maintenance chemotherapy using S-1/capecitabine in mNPC patients after systemic chemotherapy could yield a superb outcome. Further multicenter prospective clinical trials are warranted.
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Introduction
As demonstrated in National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) and European Society for Medical Oncology (ESMO) guidelines, the management of nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) patients with distant metastases at initial presentation or at the time of disease recurrence is generally palliative, with no standard treatment modality having been clearly established.1,2 Palliative chemotherapy, usually with platinum-based combination regimens, is commonly used as first-line therapy since platinum represents the most effective drug. Other active agents, such as paclitaxel, docetaxel, gemcitabine and capecitabine, can be used as single agents or in combination.1 However, the standard first-line chemotherapeutic regimen is yet to be established, although the use of gemcitabine and cisplatin (known as the GP regimen) was shown to be superior to the traditional regimen with 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) and cisplatin (known as the PF regimen) in a phase III randomized controlled trial.3
Another issue for metastatic NPC (mNPC) is the rationality of radiotherapy for primary and regional tumors, and even for metastatic foci. As reported in many published studies, including ours, besides systemic chemotherapy, the addition of radiotherapy to the primary tumor for newly diagnosed metastatic NPC (synchronous metastatic NPC [smNPC]) and palliative local treatment of the metastatic sites in selected patients would improve survival outcomes, with the 3-year overall survival (OS) indicated to be 33.7–60.7%. However, since survival outcomes in these situations were still far from satisfactory, how to optimize the treatment strategies and further increase the response rates and survival outcomes are important issues.

Maintenance chemotherapy, which refers to the utilization of regimens with less toxicity after upfront chemotherapy, has been incorporated into treatment paradigms for various cancers, including NPC, aiming to maximize the control of the tumor. Among the several anticancer agents that have been tried for mNPC in a maintenance setting, only 5-FU presented promising results. However, the benefits were to some extent offset by side effects and the inconvenience of continuous intravenous infusion. S-1 and capecitabine are two oral anticancer agents that may act as substitutes for 5-FU, with sufficient efficacy and relatively low toxicity profiles, offering an attractive choice for patients who have been significantly jeopardized by the complications caused by prior courses of palliative chemoradiotherapy. Published data have proved their efficacy in various solid tumors, including NPC; however, their utilization as maintenance therapy for mNPC has not been reported. Whether the use of these two oral agents in the maintenance phase could benefit mNPC patients who responded to previous systemic chemotherapy and radiotherapy remains unknown.

Based on the above considerations, we retrospectively analyzed a series of mNPC patients who had received oral maintenance chemotherapy using S-1/capecitabine after systemic chemotherapy with or without local radiation therapy, to explore potential efficient treatment strategies for this subset of patients.

Materials and Methods

Patients

Patients with mNPC, including smNPC patients and cases of metastasis after definitive chemoradiotherapy (metachronous metastatic NPC [mmNPC]), who received maintenance therapy with S-1/capecitabine after systemic chemotherapy at Fujian Cancer Hospital & Fujian Medical University Cancer Hospital, Fuzhou, China, were candidates for this retrospective study. Notably, the use of maintenance chemotherapy was not protocolized at our institution, and only after June 2013 was S-1/capecitabine applied as maintenance therapy in a small number of mNPC patients, at the discretion of the attending physicians. Thus, patients were included in the analysis between June 2013 and December 2017 if they met the following criteria: (1) metastatic foci should be histopathologically proven; otherwise, a diagnosis of distant metastases must be fully discussed and agreed by radiologists and clinicians based on evidence from at least two types of imaging modality, and no prior treatment should have been given after the metastasis diagnosis; (2) for non-bone-only metastatic disease, this should be at least one measurable disease, as assessed by Response Evaluation Criteria In Solid Tumors (RECIST); (3) for patients with smNPC, only those who received the GP regimen as systemic chemotherapy were included in the analysis, while patients with mmNPC who underwent chemotherapy with a non-GP regimen could be collected in our analysis if they had disease progression within 1 year after the GP regimen or in cases of patient refusal; (4) systemic chemotherapy should have completed six cycles; however, patients who had received four or five cycles were permitted to be included in cases of patient refusal, intolerable side effects or physician decision; and (5) there was no previous history of cancers at other sites and no history of second primary cancers. This retrospective study was conducted in compliance with the policy of our institution to protect the private information of enrolled patients, and was approved by the Institutional Review Board of our hospital.

Systemic Chemotherapy and Local Consolidative Treatment

All patients underwent systemic chemotherapy as the basic treatment. For de novo mNPC patients who underwent local radiotherapy to the primary tumor and neck lymph-node region, intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) was applied according to our institutional protocol. A detailed description of the IMRT planning and dose prescription has been published previously. Local consolidative treatment to the metastatic foci was administered according to our institutional protocol: patients with oligometastasis in the lung and lymph nodes in distant parts received radiation therapy, while those with solitary metastasis in the liver were given radiofrequency...
ablation (RFA). Notably, in our institution, palliative radiotherapy to bone was only used for cases with painful symptoms or weight-bearing bone involvement.

**Oral Maintenance Chemotherapy**

Oral maintenance chemotherapy was not protocolized in our institution. For patients who received maintenance chemotherapy, S-1 was the first preference in our institution, while capecitabine was used in case of drug shortages in the pharmacy, unacceptable toxicity or patient refusal of S-1. S-1, consisting of tegafur (FT), 5-chloro-2,4-dihydroxypyridine (CDHP) and potassium oxonate (Oxo), was orally administered twice daily after a meal for 2 weeks followed by a 2-week rest, at the following doses based on body surface area: $<1.25 \text{ m}^2$, 40 mg; $<1.50 \text{ m}^2$, 50 mg; and $>1.50 \text{ m}^2$, 60 mg. Capecitabine was administered orally at a dose of 1–1.25 g/m$^2$ twice daily in 4-week cycles, consisting of 2 weeks of treatment followed by a rest period of 2 weeks. Patients commenced oral maintenance chemotherapy 1 month after they finished radiotherapy and systemic chemotherapy. Oral maintenance chemotherapy was scheduled for up to 24 cycles or until confirmed progressive disease, unacceptable adverse events or patient refusal.

**Assessments and Follow-Up**

Response to treatment was assessed by imaging after every two courses of systemic chemotherapy and at completion of radiotherapy to the primary tumor and neck lymph-node region for all patients, as evaluated by computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) according to RECIST version 1.1. The evaluation of bone metastasis was based on the response criteria for the practical management of osseous metastases proposed by Hamaoka et al. All patients achieved a response of at least stable disease (SD) before maintenance chemotherapy. During the maintenance phase, all patients were assessed every 3 months in the first 2 years, every 6 months from year 2 to year 5, and annually thereafter. Toxicities were assessed weekly during radiotherapy and every cycle of chemotherapy, and were graded according to National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version 4.0 (CTCAE 4.0).

**Statistical Analysis**

The primary endpoints were progression-free survival (PFS) (time from the date of diagnosis as mNPC to progression) and OS (time from the date of diagnosis as mNPC to death due to any cause). Descriptive statistics were provided with median and ranges for continuous variables, and frequency and percentages for categorical variables. Survival curves were created with the Kaplan–Meier method and compared between smNPC and mmNPC cohorts with the log-rank test. All statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS version 22.0, and two-tailed $P$ values $<0.05$ were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Patient Characteristics**

With the criteria mentioned in the “Patients” subsection above, 37 patients were included in this analysis, of whom 19 were diagnosed with smNPC, while 18 were considered as metastasis cases after definitive treatment. All were non-keratinizing carcinoma according to the World Health Organization (WHO) classification, with 34 (91.9%) and three (8.1%) indicated to be undifferentiated and differentiated, respectively. Other details of patients’ characteristics are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.

The median follow-up time for the whole cohort was 37 months (range 10–71 months). At the time of censoring, 10 patients had completed 2 years of maintenance chemotherapy (24 cycles) and five were still in the maintenance phase, while 14 had discontinued, primarily owing to disease progression (37.8%). Other reasons for discontinuation were intolerable toxicity (four patients, 10.8%), physician decision (one patient, 2.7%) and patient withdrawal (three patients, 8.1%), with the median duration of maintenance chemotherapy found to be 12 cycles (range 2–24 cycles). A total of 19 patients were treated with S-1 alone, eight received capecitabine alone and 10 had switched from S-1 to capecitabine during the phase of maintenance chemotherapy.

**Survival**

All patients were included in the efficacy and adverse events analyses. No statistically significant differences in OS and PFS were identified between the smNPC and mmNPC patients. At the time of this analysis, a total of 18 patients failed the above-mentioned treatment and were classified as progressive disease; median time to progression (mPFS) was 27.6 months, with the 3-year PFS reported to be 47.6%. It is worth mentioning that of the 18 patients who had disease progression, 16 received non-protocolized salvage treatment, six of whom underwent maintenance chemotherapy again after they responded (at least SD) to
salvage treatment; details are presented in Figure 2. For these six patients, four remained stable at the time of this analysis. The duration of RECIST-defined initial progression to the date of secondary progression for the other two patients was 15 and 24 months, respectively.

Five patients had died at the time of last follow-up, and all deaths were attributed to disease progression. The 3-year OS was 87.7%, and the median overall survival (mOS) had not been reached at the time of censoring. A noteworthy phenomenon on OS curves was the relatively apparent “tail”, implying that a considerable proportion of patients could potentially experience long-term survival.

Toxicity
As summarized in Table 2, systemic treatment was generally well tolerated. The most commonly observed adverse events were grade 1–2 gastrointestinal side effects (33/37, 89.9%), hematological toxicity (19/37, 51.4%) and liver dysfunction (29/37, 78.4%). Grade 3 hematological toxicity and liver dysfunction occurred in 14 and three patients, respectively. Four patients presented with a grade 4 side effect (neutropenia). All events resolved.

Toxicities during the maintenance setting, as documented in Table 2, were very mild. The most common toxicities were hematological-related events of grade 1–2, with only seven patients (18.8%) developing grade 3 toxicities; one of these patients had both grade 3 neutropenia and gastrointestinal side effects lasting for more than 1 week concurrently. Treatment interruption secondary to adverse events was observed in four patients (13.8%), including three with grade 3 gastrointestinal side effects and one with grade 3 mucositis. No grade 4 adverse effects were recorded and there were no treatment-related deaths. Long-term side effects were not analyzed in this study because of the relatively short survival time.

Discussion
Despite many efforts and attempts made so far, the survival outcomes of mNPC are still disappointing. For such a subgroup of patients with an aggressive prognosis, the optimal treatment strategy remains a subject of debate. Here, we report on the efficacy of a novel treatment modality for mNPC and present encouraging results, with substantially longer survival times than in the historical cohorts reported in previous studies. With a median follow-up time of 37 months, the 3-year PFS and OS rates were 47.6% and 87.7%, respectively. The mPFS was 27.6 months and the mOS was not reached at the time of last follow-up. Our treatment strategies were generally tolerable, except for four patients who withdrew in the maintenance setting owing to grade 3 gastrointestinal side effects (three cases) and grade 3 mucositis after capecitabine (one case). Our results are of particular importance in that we report a potential promising approach to improve survival in mNPC patients.

Most noteworthy of all is that we exemplified the treatment strategy by introducing oral maintenance chemotherapy immediately after achieving disease control (at least SD) with up-front chemoradiotherapy, with the goal of prolonging a favorable clinical state. Potential rationales for maintenance therapy include increased exposure to effective therapies, decreasing chemotherapy resistance, optimizing the efficacy of chemotherapeutic agents, anti-angiogenic effects and altering antitumor immunity. In recent years, oral 5-FU substitutes (tegafur-uracil, S-1 and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Patient Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Characteristic</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years), median [range]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ECOG performance status</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disease status</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronous metastasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metachronous metastasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Site of metastasis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple organs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of metastases</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chemotherapy regimens</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G + Cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cycles of chemotherapy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group; GP, gemcitabine and cisplatin; TPF, docetaxel, cisplatin and 5-fluorouracil; G + Cap, gemcitabine plus capecitabine.
capecitabine) administered on an outpatient basis in the maintenance setting have been proven to have very satisfactory results in NPC.\textsuperscript{29,32,44} Liu et al\textsuperscript{32} and Twu et al\textsuperscript{44} from Taiwan, indicated that oral tegafur-uracil as adjuvant chemotherapy for 1 year can reduce distant failure and improve overall survival in high-risk NPC patients after curative chemoradiotherapy. A retrospective study of 44 patients with N3 disease also indicated that oral S-1 in the adjuvant setting for about 6 months after cisplatin-based concurrent chemotherapy could yield excellent survival outcomes compared to historical data, with the 3-year OS and distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS) reported to be 86.4% and 84.1%, respectively.\textsuperscript{29} Although there is no experience of capecitabine being used as maintenance therapy in NPC, published research concluded that oral capecitabine was effective and safe, and was particularly suitable for the management of mNPC.\textsuperscript{37}

The present study is the first to report the use of oral 5-FU substitutes as maintenance therapy in mNPC. Despite the exciting therapeutic effect of this treatment strategy, many issues still puzzle us. Of these, the optimal duration of S-1/capecitabine administration was the most imperative problem to be clarified. As indicated in the studies mentioned above, the reported duration of oral maintenance therapy in NPC varied in different institutions, being either 6 months or 1 year,\textsuperscript{29,32} while our study demonstrated an even longer duration, with a maximum continuation of 2 years. Although there have been no prospective trials on this issue, a retrospective study on squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN),\textsuperscript{31} which included about 10% NPC patients, lends support to our results, as it advocated that a longer period of S-1 administration as an adjuvant setting for SCCHN may be better. It seems that patients with SCCHN should take S-1 as adjuvant chemotherapy for more than 1 year and, if possible, for more than 2 years.\textsuperscript{31} Prospective clinical trials incorporating molecular biomarkers, such as Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)-DNA, are warranted to illustrate this issue more clearly.

Besides maintenance chemotherapy, sufficient up-front chemotherapy contributes to such excellent survival outcomes. Although the optimal chemotherapy intensity has not been clearly defined in the current NCCN guidelines, available studies have indicated the importance of sufficient chemotherapy for such a subgroup of patients with aggressive disease behavior.\textsuperscript{6–8,45} In a retrospective study from Tunisia, involving 20 long-term disease-free survivors with
mNPC, a median of six cycles of chemotherapy was indicated. In China, Wang et al and Tian et al then proved that receiving six cycles of chemotherapy was associated with significantly better prognosis; however, in Tian’s study, survival between patients with four to five cycles and those with six or more cycles showed no

Figure 2 Kaplan–Meier curves for (A) OS and (B) PFS in mNPC patients. (C, D) Kaplan–Meier estimates of smNPC and mmNPC patients. (E) Treatment exposure and response.
difference, which raises concerns over acquired chemoresistance in NPC patients after six cycles of chemotherapy. Based on these results, the Nasopharyngeal Cancer Committee of China Anti-Cancer Association recommended that, for patients with mNPC, four to six cycles of chemotherapy should be delivered, unless contraindicated.\textsuperscript{49} As indicated in Table 1, most patients in our cohort underwent six cycles of chemotherapy, which was well tolerated except in four patients, for whom systemic chemotherapy had to be discontinued because of patient withdrawal in one patient and physiological reasons in three patients. Of note, all four of these patients had achieved disease control at the time of discontinuation.

The last point that should be noted is that active local treatments were performed in the present series, both on the primary/neck site and at the metastatic foci. For smNPC, the importance of definitive locoregional radiotherapy (LRRT) has been advocated in the current NCCN guidelines and frequently emphasized in published data.\textsuperscript{4,5,8,12,16–18} However, some investigators have argued that not all de novo metastatic NPC would benefit from LRRT, and that therapeutic advantages could be found only in patients with oligometastases (limited metastatic sites), undetectable EBV-DNA and satisfactory tumor response after palliative chemotherapy,\textsuperscript{50,51} suggesting that for high-risk patients, the distant lesions were not under control and the post-PCT LRRT might have been insufficient for controlling the distant lesions. Because of technical restrictions at the time, EBV-DNA data were unavailable for reference in this cohort. However, all patients in our series, including seven cases with multiple metastases (all alive at the time of censoring), achieved a response of at least SD after systemic chemotherapy.

Although local treatment to the metastatic foci is not routinely recommended in current clinical guidelines, the concept of using aggressive local therapy for disease control after chemotherapy to eradicate micrometastases is a common theme in oncology. Published data have provided convincing evidence to justify the intervention of metastatic foci in mNPC patients with limited tumor burden, namely oligometastases.\textsuperscript{7,9,11,13} Local treatment strategies adopted in the current body of NPC literature include surgery, radiotherapy and RFA,\textsuperscript{6,14,52–55} and the application of stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT), which offers non-invasive, yet aggressive local therapy, is especially appealing in oligometastatic disease.\textsuperscript{15} According to our institutional protocol, only patients with oligo-etastatic disease in lung and liver underwent local treatment to metastatic foci in our study, since for those with widespread dissemination, there is no evidence to support the additional benefit of local therapy to metastatic foci. For such an aggressive subtype of cancer, palliative local intervention was limited to local symptomatic control. It should be noted that palliative radiotherapy to bone was only delivered to those with disease occurring in weight-bearing bone or those with bone pain in our study. This may somewhat negatively impact survival outcomes, as several retrospective studies have indicated significant survival advantages of local radiotherapy in patients with bone-only metastases, regardless of metastatic site and local symptoms.\textsuperscript{9,10,56}

Despite the excellent treatment outcomes of this innovative therapeutic approach, several limitations should be addressed. Firstly, given the retrospective design, all analyses are subject to the clinical influences of selection bias. Secondly, our results were derived from a small sample of patients in a single institution, which may be not representative of the general population of patients from other institutions. Thirdly, the toxicity profile could have been underestimated in a retrospective analysis, although we thoroughly reviewed the medical records. Lastly, the circulating EBV-DNA load and its clearance rate have

\textbf{Table 2 Summary of Toxicities (N=37)}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Toxicity</th>
<th>During Systemic Chemotherapy</th>
<th>During Maintenance Therapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grade 0</td>
<td>Grade 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemia</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutropenia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombocytopenia</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver dysfunction</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal reaction</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucositis</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand-foot syndrome</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{Note:} Toxicities were graded according to National Cancer Institute Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events version 4.0.
It has been shown to predict treatment response and survival in disseminated NPC,\textsuperscript{50,57,58} which may help in refining case selection and decision making for this treatment modality. However, most patients enrolled in this study had no available EBV-DNA data at the diagnosis of metastases owing to technical restrictions.

**Conclusion**

Oral maintenance chemotherapy using S-1/capecitabine after systemic chemotherapy and local treatment yielded favorable treatment outcomes and acceptable toxicity profiles in a particular subset of patients with mNPC. Although our results are derived from a single center with a relatively small sample, they may shed new light on the treatment of such a subgroup of patients with aggressive prognosis and provide a reference for the design of future clinical trials, and well-designed multicenter prospective trials are warranted for validation. Future emphasis should be placed on the incorporation of clinical features (e.g. number of metastatic foci/sites and treatment response) and specific biological markers (e.g. EBV-DNA) that reflect individual tumor characteristics into the decision-making algorithm to refine the treatment strategy and maximize the therapeutic gain.
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mNPC, metastatic nasopharyngeal carcinoma; smNPC, synchronous metastatic nasopharyngeal carcinoma; mmNPC, metachronous metastatic nasopharyngeal carcinoma; NCCN, National Comprehensive Cancer Network; ESMO, European Society for Medical Oncology; IMRT, intensity-modulated radiation therapy; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression-free survival; EBV, Epstein–Barr virus.
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